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    A punter will sometimes need a bit of direction, a bit of guidance on their learning curve in betting. Football betting strategies for example can help punters gain a stronger foothold in the area and that’s not an admittance that you perhaps don’t know what you are doing, it is just a great way to learn some subtle nuances from other punters to help you grow your own path in football betting. There are so many aspects of football betting that there is nothing wrong with taking a look at what other punters have found successful for them.

Of course, it is important to remember that when you are looking at football betting strategies and soccer betting systems, they aren’t set in stone. You can tweak them to your own preferences, grow them into your own ideal plan for your football betting. It is just gathering knowledge to help you get closer to making those successful profits that you want to collect from your wagering. Football betting strategies & soccer betting systems can be hugely valuable for doing just that.


Football betting strategies & soccer betting systems posted so far:


		sports betting strategy	author
	2 Favourites and a Draw Out of 10	2 Favourites and a Draw Out of 10
	Betting on Draws	Dean
	Betting on Underdogs in Cup Competitions	Betting on Underdogs in Cup Competitions
	How to Bet in Soccer	How to Bet in Soccer
	The Most Important Things in Betting	George
	Draw Bets with Handicap -1 in Tight Matches	Draw Bets with Handicap -1 in Tight Matches
	Distance in Kilometers Between Teams	Distance in Kilometers Between Teams
	Lucky 15 on Half-Time/Full-Time 1/X Bets	Lucky 15 on Half-Time/Full-Time 1/X Bets
	Estimating and Comparing Probabilities	Theo
	Losing Series Asian Handicap	Losing Series Asian Handicap
	Under/Over with Statistics Strategy	Under/Over with Statistics Strategy
	Over and Under 2.5 Goals Betting Strategy	Over and Under 2.5 Goals Betting Strategy
	Betting on Scored Goals (over)	Betting on Scored Goals (over)
	Group Stage Strategy (World Cup, Champions League)	Group Stage Strategy
	Draw System with Progression	Draw System with Progression
	Asian Handicap Betting Strategy	Eric
	Selection Based on Results and Statistics	Selection Based on Results and Statistics
	Betting on Up-and-Coming Teams	Betting on Up-and-Coming Teams
	Betting against Favourite Teams	Betting against Favourite Teams
	Doubles on Team Goals Scored - 3 or above 	Doubles on Team Goals Scored – 3 or above
	Single Bets with high Stake	Single Bets with high Stake
	Betting with an Over/Under System	Betting with an Over/Under System
	Select the Matches that You have the best Knowledge of	Franklin
	Betting That Something won't Happen	Betting That Something won’t Happen
	Over/Under 2.5 in Football	Over/Under 2.5 in Football
	Bet on Teams with a better Performance at Home	Bet on Teams with a better Performance at Home
	Odd or even Number of Goals Strategy	Odd or even Number of Goals Strategy
	Focus all your bets on 3 leagues / 12 teams	Gino
	Using a favourite as insurance	Using a favourite as insurance






    You can find an overview of the best betting strategies at our betting strategies main page.

At the end of the day you are looking for a way to beat the bookie and having a plan in place, like a football betting system, is going to lend a big hand in that. Here we take a look at some of the most popular and simple soccer betting systems that punters to get started with.

Value Football Betting

There is a lot of great stuff to learn from Value football betting. What this means is that you aren’t particularly looking at a team to produce a result, you are just scouring a bookmaker to find some odds that the bookmaker has undervalued. It is easy enough to calculate what the percentage of a winning chance a bookmaker has given to a team. If you have a team at 4/1 to win a game, calculate 4 divided by 1, then plus one and divide by one hundred. In this instance that leaves a 20% chance that the team is going to win (according to the bookmaker). With a little research into form and head to head form, you can decide your own fair value, so if you think that the team has something more like a 40% chance of winning the match then it means that the bookmaker has totally undervalued them and that is where you can (hopefully) cash in because the bookie has put too big of a price on them. This is a time-consuming strategy, as you need to look at a lot of stats, and it is one that is shooting for the higher profit rates as opposed to steady slow profit.

Over/Under 2.5 Goals

This is a simple, straight forward betting strategy when you can select a clutch of matches on a coupon and decide if they are going to go over or under the goal line. As with all betting, none of this is set in stone of course, there are no 100% certainties. But this is a simple 50/50 shot option on a game, which is better than a 1 in 3 shot that you have on the outcome of a match (W/D/W). All betting strategies should be based on statistics and for example in this one you can base your decision on the average amount of goals that Team A has scored and conceded per match in the season at home. Then you get the average of the goals scored and conceded by Team B away from home and from that you can work out the minimum and maximum average goals that are likely to occur. If the average is high enough (say 2.70 or higher) then there is value on over the goal line.

Laying Correct Scores

The betting exchanges that are around allow for punters to make green books on their bets. This is where for example you can back a selection in a match and then during the in-play action, make another selection to happen that will go against the initial bet. If you get the betting prices right then you will be able to win profit no matter the outcome. You can back a game to produce more than 1 goals in the game for example, which is usually a very low price. Then you can go and lay the 0-0 correct score on the game, so as long as you weigh up the liability in terms of odds on the options that you select then you can create nice profits for yourself. Or you could select a game which is highly unlikely to end 0-0 and then you can lay the draw before kick off. As soon as a goal is scored, you can then back the draw in-play.

As with all Football betting strategies & soccer betting systems even these mentioned above go a lot deeper and they all depend on the variables of the liability. Don’t just follow them blindly at all, and here is where the most important piece of information that you will read about Football betting strategies & soccer betting systems comes in. Test them!

This can’t be stressed enough. Don’t just jump into a betting strategy and start throwing money at it. That’s not the way to go. Pick a strategy and then test it out on paper. Follow the plan for a few weeks to see what your potential returns could be and what kind of strike rate that you are looking at from it all. You can also use this time to tweak and work the strategy into something that you think is even better. Always test before going ahead and take your time to look through the many Football betting strategies & soccer betting systems that Online Betting has available.
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